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Is college worth it?
Mounting loan debt makes some students
question the value of a college diploma Student loan debt
By Chelsea Stoskopf
GW. Staff Writer
With the national average of 
student loan debt at $23,186, 
according to the Office of Financial 
Aid, students can find it difficult to 
handle the repayment after reaching 
graduation.
Michelle Rhodes, director of 
Financial Aid at Grand Valley State 
University, said because of the 
willingness of the government to 
work with borrowers, the repayment 
amounts are realistic.
“The monthly payments for loans 
depend on what types of loans are 
taken out and what the interest rate 
is on those loans,” she said. “The
government offers several different 
types of repayment options, so 
depending on what option you 
choose, that would determine your 
payment amount.”
Mamie Harris, associate director 
of Financial Aid, said students 
should pay attention to interest 
rates, fees associated with the loan, 
when the loan goes into repayment, 
options to pay the loan sooner, how 
the loan meets the student’s needs 
and whether the student can repay 
the loan in the long term.
“The more flexible the options 
are, the better off you are going to be 
because you never know what your 
situation is going to be like right out 
of college,” Harris said.
Rhodes and Harris agree in
$23,186
national average
general, the best loans for students 
are the federal subsidized and 
unsubsidized loans because these 
have the best options and interest 
rates compared to other loans.
Secondary education major Colin 
Uren said he has taken out a federal 
unsubsidized loan and is not worried 
about repayment. He plans to start 
paying the loan back right after he 
graduates by working and setting 
money aside.
GVL Photo Illustration / Rane Martin
Return on investment: A Grand Valley student considers the cost of a college education.
“I think loans are good because 
people naturally don’t have enough 
money, and instead of staying home 
or begging their parents for money, 
they can take out a loan and go to 
college and then pay it off when 
they get a real job,” he said. “If they 
want the college experience, then 
they just have to be willing to go
into debt and pay it off later. If they 
don’t want loans, they need to make 
the necessary sacrifices in terms of 
living at home, going to community 
college or going somewhere that 
doesn’t cost as much.”
Rhodes said students should only 
take out the loans that are actually
See Loans, A2
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Notes From Abroad:
SPAIN
Former Lanthorn Laker 
Life editor blogs about 
life in Spain
A beer a day
keeps the doctor away?
Study shows light 
drinking maybe 
good for your heart
Lauren Ringger
GVL Staff Writer
Eating an apple every day can 
get boring. The good news is there 
may be an alternative to keeping 
the doctor away. A recent research 
study from the University of Cal­
gary suggests moderate alcohol 
consumption can cut risks of car­
diac diseases by 25 percent.
The study went through six de­
cades of data and took as many as 
a million subjects. Released by 
the “British Medical Journal,” it 
included more than 80 previous 
research papers published be­
tween 1950 and 2009.
Some of the research found 
that HDL cholesterol - the “good” 
kind - increased with moderate 
alcohol consumption while mark­
ers for such things as inflamma­
tion and blood vessel clotting also 
seemed to be lowered.
“Much of the literature with al­
cohol and cardiovascular disease 
lacks the detail we seek, yet the ex­
isting evidence suggests that there 
may be* some modest benefit,” 
said Ruth Ann Brintnall. associate
GVL / Dylan Graham
Heart smart: Studies show that moderate drinking could have positive health benefits, but 
those benefits do not outweigh the dangers of binge drinking, especially for those in their 20s.
professor at the Kirkhof College 
of Nursing. “However, that ben­
efit is best apparent in people who 
take good care of themselves and 
have regular check-ups, exercise 
on a regular basis, eat a consistent 
heart-smart diet, and recognize 
that any particular risk factors for 
heart disease need careful follow­
up. Thus, we cannot depend on 
alcohol to make up for unhealthy 
habits. This message needs to be 
clear.”
In a similar research article 
written by Dr. Christine Tangney 
and Dr. Robert Rosenson pub­
lished by UpToDate, Tangney 
and Rosenson write that moderate 
drinking may have health bene­
fits, but there has not been enough 
randomized trials to confirm that 
alcohol directly benefits.
“Several factors should be 
considered in interpreting the 
evidence that relates alcohol con­
sumption to cardiovascular risks 
and benefits: uncertain verifica­
tion of alcohol use, multiple pos­
sible confounding factors, and 
differing definitions of a standard 
drink,” according to the article. 
“These issues are inherent in ob­
servational studies. To date, ran­
domized trials assigning partici­
pants to specified doses of alcohol 
have not been per
See Alcohol, A2
GVL Archive
Public Safety: Sgt. Craig Zoulek 
(pictured) protects GVSU.
DPS video explains 
procedure in a shooting
By Chelsea Lane
GVL Staff Writer
A new informational 
film, “Shots Fired,” is 
now available on the 
Grand Valley State Uni­
versity Department of 
Public Safety website.
“Shots Fired,” which 
details what students 
should do in the event 
of a school shooting or 
other violent incident, 
was made by the Cen­
ter for Personal Protect 
and Safety and is geared
See Movie, A2
Haas speaks to Michigan legislature
By Samantha Butcher
GVL Managing Editor
Grand Valley State University 
President Thomas J. Haas drove to 
Lansing Wednesday to appeal to Gov. 
Rick Snyder and the Michigan legis­
lature to decrease the proposed cuts to 
higher education in the state budget. 
Snyder announced a budget pro­
posal in February that would slash 
higher education spending by 22 
percent, a move that has left students 
in panic as higher tuition fees loom. 
Haas’ visit to Lansing was an appeal 
to the representatives to restore fund­
ing to Michigan’s colleges and univer­
sities.
GVSU currently receives the least 
state funding per student at $3,775 a 
See Haas, A2
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Loans
continued from page A1
needed, and when they 
graduate, they must gather 
all information on their 
loans and call the lenders 
with questions about when 
payments are expected so 
they will not have a prob­
lem with the repayment 
process.
“If you continually take 
everything you are offered, 
that could be a whole lot 
more money after four 
years, which would make 
your repayments higher,” 
she said. “Student loans for 
most students are a critical 
part of completing their ed­
ucation,” she said. "It’s im­
portant they borrow wisely 
and do the best they can to 
finish school in as little time 
as possible. Try to get a job 
to pay for monthly expens­
es instead of getting a large 
refund check at the begin­
ning of the semester. All of 
these things cannot always 
be done by each student. 
However, it is important to 
make wise choices.”
Harris said most im­
portantly, students need to 
make sure they know how 
much debt in loans they 
have and know about re­
payment options.
“Be a consumer,” she 
said. “I mean, we know how 
much an iPad, TV and Gu­
cci purses cost. How come 
we don’t know how much 
student loan debt we have? 
And you should know that 
so that you make good, 
smart decisions.”
For more information 
or for questions regard­
ing loans, visit www.nslds. 
ed.gov, www.gvsu.edu/ 
financialaid, www.student- 
loans.gov, or www.michi- 
gan.gov/mde.
cstoskopf@ lanthorn .com
Experienced Attorney 
3 IVliles from Campus
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Alcohol
continued from page A t 
formed."
In the collegiate world, al­
cohol consumption is more 
often than not associated with 
binge drinking, especially on 
the cusp of spring break. In 
light of those drinking tenden­
cies, coordinator of the Alcohol 
Campus Education Services 
Eric klingensmith said the 
research does not suggest that 
any amount of consumed al­
cohol will benefit the heart. In 
fact, over-consumption of al­
cohol can obliterate any health 
advantages that may come with
#*' /
^ 16*
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Campus: ACES offers alcohol training.
a small amount of alcohol. 
“Most of these studies are
done on older males, so it is 
inconclusive to say if younger 
people, under the age of 25, 
whose brains are still develop­
ing, would receive any health 
benefits. If anything, the bene­
fits are limited,” Klingensmith 
said. “When people are in an 
unfamiliar envia>nment, like a 
lot of students on spring break, 
they tend to drink more be­
cause the normal cues are not 
there. It is really important that 
students know about responsi­
ble and safe drinking all of the 
time, and especially on spring 
break.”
lringger@ lanthom com
Movie
continued from page A1
from a student perspective.
“Not only does this (film) 
help students become alert and 
aware on a college campus, but 
it can also be applied to set­
tings outside (of the campus) 
as well,” said Capt. Brandon 
DeHaan, assistant director of 
DPS. “.. .We put this video out
because we want our students 
to be aware. This is another tool 
for them to be alert about what 
is going on around them.”
The film was not made 
available in response to a spe­
cific threat, but rather, is part of 
a broader awareness program 
set up by the university after 
the 2007 shootings at Virginia 
Tech University. Other colleg­
es across the country, including
Central Michigan University, 
utilize the “Shots Fired” video 
in similar programs.
“Shots Fired” is approxi­
mately 30 minutes long and is 
available for viewing at www. 
gvsu.edu/publicsafety under 
the “Community Policing & 
Awareness Programs” tab. Us­
ers must have Quicktime in­
stalled to watch the video.
clane@ lanthom xom
Haas
continued from page A1
head - compared to a $5.502 
per student average across the 
state - despite high enrollment 
and one of the lowest tuition 
rates in Michigan. Last sum­
mer, Haas testified to the House 
Higher Education Appropria­
tions Committee that he would
decrease student tuition by 5 
percent if GVSU appropria­
tions were raised to the floor 
funding level. His appeal was 
denied.
State Budget Director John 
Nixon said the education cuts 
are some of many necessary 
sacrifices being made by the 
state to get Michigan’s econo­
my back on track.
ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON, IL 
IN 19S3 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA 
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.
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8" SUB SANDWICHES
III uf mf tasty sub smlwickes ire a fell I inches ef 
homemade French bread, tresh reggies and the finest 
meats l cheese I can hmy! And if it matters te yon. 
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right 
here where yon can see it. (Nt mystery meat here!)
#1 PEPE*
Real appleweod smoked ham and provolone cheese 
garnished with lettuce tomato, and mayo.
#2 BIG JOHN
Medium rare choice roast beef, topped with 
yummy mayo, lettuce, and tomato
#3 TOTALLY TUNA*'
Fresh housemade tuna, mued with celery, onions, 
and our tasty since, then topped with alfalfa sprouts, 
cocomber. lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)
#4 TURKEY TOM*'
Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce, 
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayo (The original)
#5 VITO*
The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone, 
capicola. onion, lettuce, tumato. A a real tasty Italian 
vinaigrette. (Rot peppers by request)
#6 VEGETARIAN $
Layers of provolnne cheese separated by real 
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber, 
lettnce. tomato, and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub not 
for vegetarians only.. . . . . . . . . . . . peace dude!)
J.J.6.L.T.* jMA
lacen. lettnce. tomato, i mayo fjk
(Tbe only better ILT is mama s IIT)_ _ _ _ _
★ SIDES ★
* titiin ..... ...........................SIM/SI.SJ
* Ciant chocolate chip or oatmeal rasm cookie .. SI SO
* leal potato chips or |omko kosher dill pickle.... SI 9)
* litre lead el meat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SI 75
* litre cheese or eitra avocado spread. . . . . . . . . . . . $1/0
* Not Peppers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SO 20
II „
OK, SO MY SUBS REALLY AREN'T GOURMET AM) 
WE RE NOT FRENCH EITHER MY SUBS JUST TASTE 
A LITTLE BETTER, THATS ALL! I WANTED TO 
CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT 
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET. 
SHE THINK: WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET. BUT 
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT 
MEANS SO LET'S STICK WITH TASTY!
/> }y°RLD ’S GREATtS.?rs
°U*MET sandv/ic" 
Corporate Headquarters Champaign. II
PLAIN SLIMS’
Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce
SLIM I Kami cheese 
SLIM 2 Roast leel 
SLIM 3 Tuna salad 
SLIM A Turkey breast 
SLIM 5 Salami, capicola. cheese 
SLIM 6 Double provolone
Low Carb Lettuce Wrap
iDJEEJISP
Same ingredients and price ef the 
sub or dub without the bread.
BOX LUNCHES PUTTERS. PARTIES!
■CLIVERY MOERS will include a delivery 
charge of 45c per itemc/-)lci.
♦ * JIMMYJOHNS.COM **
*7.39
FREEBIES (SUBS & CLUBS ONLY)
Imon. lettnce. alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced 
cucumber. li|oo mustard oil l vinegar, and oregano
THE J.J. 
GARGANTUAN’
This sandwich was invented by 
Jimmy John’s brother Huey. It's huge 
enough to feed the hungriest of all 
humans! Tons ol genoa salami, sliced 
smoked ham. capicola. roast beef, 
turkey & provolone jammed into 
one of our homemade French buns 
then smothered with onions, mayo, 
lettuce, tomato l our homemade 
Italian dressing.
GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
My dub sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it 
on my fresh baked thick sliced / gram bread or my lamous 
homemade Irench bread!
#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
R full 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked bam. 
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato. A real mayo!
#8 BILLY CLUB*'
Choice roast beef, smoked ham provolone cheese.
Di|on mustard, lettuce, tomato. & mayo
#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*
Real genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham. 
and provolone cheese all tipped with lettuce, tomato, 
onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You hav ta order hot peppers, just ask!)
«I0 HUNTER'S CLUB*
I full 1/4 pound of tresh sliced medium rare 
mast beef, provolone. lettuce, tomato. I mayo
#11 COUNTRY CLUB*
Frosh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham 
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(R very traditmoal. yet always eiceptional classic!)
#12 BEACH CLUB* ®
Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado 
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and 
mayo! (It's the real ddal. and it am t even California.)
#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*
Rouble provolone. real avocado spread, sliced 
cocomber. alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato A mayo.
(Try it on my / gram whole wheat bread This veggie 
sandwich is world class!)
#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*
Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato. A mayo.
Rn Rmerican classic, certainly not invented by J J hut 
definitely tweaked and line tuned to perfection!
#15 CLUB TUNA*
The same as our A3 Totally Tuna eicept this one has 
a lot more. Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone. 
sprouts cucumber, lettuce. A tomato
#16 CLUB LULlT
Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato.
A mayo (JJ’s original turkey A bacon club)
#17 ULTIMATE PORKER*
Real applewood smoked ham and bacon with lettuce, 
tomato A mayo what could be better!
WE DELR VER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
ALLENDALE 4814 LAKE MICHIGAN DR. 616.892.2
“We’ve made tough deci­
sions and 1 would call this a very 
responsible budget,” Nixon 
said in a press release. “1 think 
it’s pretty clear that we are done 
kicking the can down the road, 
and I think a huge part of this 
story is that we are taking the 
first step to addressing Michi­
gan’s burgeoning unfunded 
post-employment liabilities by 
putting aside S400 million in a 
special reserve fund.”
The university has made a 
number of cutbacks in recent 
years to prepare for the loom­
ing funding cuts from the state. 
Faculty and staff agreed to 
pay freezes and to finance a 
percentage of their health care 
costs to keep tuition increases 
minimal for students. Other ac­
tions have cut $7 million out of 
the university budget in each of 
the last two years.
In 2010 and 2009, tuition 
rates increased by 5.3 percent 
at GVSU, a rate below the state 
average.
Haas said in an e-mail to the 
student body that the university 
has been preparing for cutbacks 
and is financially stable.
“Our highest priority is to 
ensure that students remain 
able to enroll in the classes they 
need in order to graduate in a 
timely manner” Haas said. “1 
will not allow reductions in 
state aid to compromise our ac­
ademic quality nor our services 
to students.”
managingeditor@ lanthom x om
UMVERSITYbookstore
UBS
www.ubvgvsu.edu
SHOP ONLINE 
ANYTIME!
'jar
UNtVtRSITYbookstOff
www utov9wj.edu
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GV NEWS
1
Recognition Awards 
still accepting 
nominations
The Grand Valley 
State University Office 
of Student Life is putting 
the spotlight on the star 
organizations. They are 
accepting applications for 
the Recognition Awards 
until 5 p.m. on March 18 for 
organizations, individuals 
and programs that have 
had a positive impact on 
the GVSU community. A 
full list of the awards with 
descriptions are available 
online at www.gvsu.edu/ 
studentlife.
The winners will be 
recognized at a banquet at 
4 p.m. on April 21.
For more information, 
please contact TaNisha 
Parker at parketan@ 
gvsu.edu or the Student 
Organization Center at 
soc@gvsu.edu or 616-331 - 
2360.
2
Military care 
package donation 
drive
Grand Valley State 
University is holding a 
donation drive all day 
today to help military 
men and women by 
collecting items for 
care packages. Items 
such as socks, t-shirts, 
coffee, soap, chapstick, 
dental floss, cotton 
balls, eye drops, 
sunscreen, writing 
paper, envelopes, candy, 
dry cereal, jerky, instant 
soup, instant oatmeal, 
bandanas, puzzles, 
magazines, sandwich 
bags, microwave 
popcorn, toothpaste, 
individually-packaged 
snacks, small board, 
games and frisbees are 
welcome. The donation 
drive can only accept 
clothing items that are 
new.
Donations can be 
dropped off in Kirkhof 
Center at the 20/20 
Desk. If you have any 
questions about items 
that can be donated 
or the program, please 
contact Linda Rettig at 
rettigli@gvsu.edu.
YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOAN S!
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EDITORIAL
Freedom of ignorance
The recent Supreme Court ruling to allow 
the anti-gay Westboro Baptist Church to 
picket military funerals based on the First 
Amendment may have been the right choice, 
but it was not a morally sound one.
I
n an 8-1 ruling Wednesday, the U.S. Supreme Court de­
termined that the Kansas-based Westboro Baptist Church, 
which has made a name for itself in recent years for its angry, 
anti-gay protests during U.S. military funerals, has the right to do 
so under the First Amendment.
“Speech is powerful,” Chief Justice John Roberts wrote in 
explanation of the ruling. “It can stir people to action, move them 
to tears ot both joy and sorrow and - as it did here - inflict great 
pain. On the facts before us, we cannot react to that pain by pun­
ishing the speaker.”
The ruling, unfortunately, was the best call that the Supreme 
Court justices could have made. The First Amendment is one of 
the cornerstone foundations of the U.S. Constitution and the U.S. 
itself, and putting a limit on that freedom starts the country down 
a slippery slope that would force the government to determine 
what is and isn’t free speech - but that doesn’t make it the mor­
ally sound call.
In affording the members of this radical church their freedom 
of speech, the Supreme Court has also enabled the church to 
trample on the rights given to others under Pursuit of Happi­
ness, another cornerstone of the country. Aside from the fact that 
the protests target a specific social demographic with signs like 
“God Hates Fags,” represents a radically unpatriotic viewpoint 
with signs like “Thank God for Dead Soldiers” and completely 
disregard the principles of love and forgiveness laid out by Jesus 
Christ himself in the Bible with signs like “God is Your Enemy” 
and “Too Late to Pray,” the church tramples on the privacy rights 
of the mourners attending the funerals at which the church pick­
ets.
Under the First Amendment, anyone can express any view 
they so desire in a public place or during a public forum, but how 
and why is a funeral procession, filled with friends and family of 
a deceased individual who only wish to mourn their loss, consid­
ered an appropriate public forum for someone to express ideas of 
hate and discrimination?
It shouldn’t be.
In a country that is supposed to be the foremost nation in the 
advancement of democratic ideals, there is something fundamen­
tally wrong when the right choice is to allow radical protesters to 
praise the deaths of their own country’s soldiers during a military 
funeral service.
The recent actions of the Westboro Baptist Church, which also 
picketed the funeral of a 9-year-old girl who was killed during 
the Tucson shooting on Jan. 8, have been downright disgusting 
and distasteful, and no funeral service should ever be considered 
an appropriate place to express such views.
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Valley Vote
Will new restrictions on Bridge Cards 
make it more difficult to attend college?
Yes: 45%
This weeks question:
Will GVSU be able to suivive 
government cuts without raising tuition?
No: 55%
Vote online at
Lanthorn.com
GVL OPINION POLICY -
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley 
lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate 
discussion and action on topics of interest 
to the Grand Valley Community.
.Student opinions do not reflect those of 
the Grand Valley lanthorn.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn welcomes 
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles 
of expression for reader opinions: letters 
to the editor, guest columns and phone 
responses.
Letters must include the author’s name 
and be accompanied by current picture 
identification if dropped off in person. 
I>etters will be checked by an employee of 
the Grand Valley lanthorn.
“ Letters appear as space permits each
issue. The limit for letter length is one 
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and 
condense letters and columns for length 
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grarld Valley Lanthorn will not be 
held responsible for errors that appear in 
print as a result of transcribing handwritten 
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld 
for compelling reasons.
The content, information and 
views expressed are not approved by 
nor necessarily represent those of the 
university, its Board of Trustees, officers, 
faculty and staff.
EDITORIAL CARTOON
So, /ike, roy computer s 
acting all gay and stuffl
TBch \ouflu 
SuPPofCC
My Internet connection 
is &elng retarded
f Sir, tAe "R-u<ord"
I is not an appropriate 
Uuord In any sftuatl<
KJ I C A
SoWofCC
(Note: T)ie reactldns'of ti
fly Aard drive is &eing a jackass
TBch ki t c A t__
•SoPPofCC . .
i ilsy/iaracter are not Intended as sdree
GVL / Den Sills end Shaun Morton
YOURTHOUGHTS
Is college worth the cost of student loans?
"Yes, 1 think it is "1 think it's really "Yes, it is. Without "As long as you can "No, because
because, if all goes hard to get a the degree and find a job to help student loans
well, 1 should be job right now, subsequent pay them of after are terrible and
able to get a job sometimes even with experience you you graduate, then burdening."
with my degree that • a college education. would not make the yes."
can amply pay back So even with the type of money that
my loans and will price of loans, 1 think you would with a
allow me to live the it's worth it in the degree. In addition,
life 1 hope to live end in order to get a the money made far
someday." good career." surpasses the valued 
amount of student
loans."
Allison Novak Emma Linne Josh Stauber Katy Hendricks Theresa Cloutier
Junior Junior. Junior Junior Junior
Psychology Psychology Art and Design Health Professions Art education
Chicago, III. Port Huron, Mich. Traverse City, Mich. Hudsonville, Mich. Lansing, Mich.
GVL STUDENT OPINION
Bridging the gap: thank goodness for fewer Bridge Cards
Chris
Slattery
\GVL Columnist
Everyone might as 
well give up on eating 
altogether. With the recent 
crackdown on Michigan’s 
Bridge Card, 1 can think 
of plenty of my fellow 
students who now have 
to settle for purchasing 
the store-brand version of 
macaroni instead of the 
Kraft Scooby Doo shapes.
I know. Store-brand? 
Can you believe the new 
low this state has gone to?
The Michigan Bridge 
Card was a really good 
idea on paper (or plastic): 
give aid to those who sim­
ply cannot afford groceries 
on their current income. 
With terrible unemploy­
ment and poverty, it is
hard to imagine what kind 
of soulless person would 
say, “Eh. homeless people 
have no money because 
they don’t want any.”
Unfortunately, college 
students almost im­
mediately began to take 
advantage of the system 
and receive free money 
when they didn’t re­
ally need it. Of course, 
this doesn’t apply to all 
students, as many did 
require these funds as a 
means to acquire food. 
Even with some employ­
ment, various necessary 
expenses don’t even allow 
for many students to buy 
Ramen and Fop-Tarts, the 
cornerstone of any nutri­
tious college diet.
So, obviously for 
some, the Bridge Card 
was necessary not to die 
from sodium overdoses, 
but for others, it opened a 
door to culinary freedom. 
With an extra $300, many
people found it absolutely 
essential to buy king crab 
legs and filet mignon. The 
vegetarians even got in 
on it, buying vegetables 
labeled “organic,” which 
is Latin for “expensive.” 
People even bought plain 
pizza crust because they 
had the money to purchase 
other items and condi­
ments to put on the pizza.
This is where the 
situation got out of hand: 
college students were so 
wealthy that they began 
making their own pizzas.
The problem lies in 
the fact that in our state, 
hit hardest by the current 
recession, money was 
given to people who didn’t 
necessarily need it.
We all know that kid 
whose parents are well-off 
because they somehow 
predicted that an invest­
ment in Slap-Chop would 
be a great idea and now 
pay the entirety of their
child’s tuition. This stu­
dent has never had a job 
and thinks that a weekly 
allowance of $40 is low. 
Yet miraculously, this 
student has convinced the 
government to give him or 
her a few extra Benjamins 
to pay for a year’s supply 
of caviar.
Seriously, who eats 
caviar? More importantly, 
why do you need a year’s 
supply of it, you greedy 
culinary train wreck?
Hopefully with the new 
system in place, the people 
who actually need Bridge 
Cards will still qualify 
and those who don’t can 
go back to middle-shelf 
pastas and on-sale Cookie 
Crisp like the rest of us.
I don’t know if 1 would 
qualify under the new 
criteria, but I do know one 
thing that I am certainly 
eligible for: a homemade 
pizza.
cslatterx@ lanthorn xom
Sticks and stones may break my bones, but words can hurt my heart
By Dominique 
Bradshaw, Tina 
Chirco, Megan 
Nadolny and Dean
Waldron
Guest Columnists
How many times have 
you labeled someone by 
their disability instead of 
recognizing them first, 
and foremost, as a per­
son? Like countless oth­
ers, we, too, have been 
guilty of this. However, 
through our involvement 
in the Therapeutic Recre­
ation (TR) program here 
at Grand Valley, we have 
learned to look at others 
through a different lens.
The use of person-first 
language is not some­
thing that comes natu­
rally to many individuals. 
Most are not aware of 
the implications of what 
they are saying and how 
it may negatively affect
those around them.
Words are powerful. 
Person-first language is 
the politically correct use 
of words describing an 
individual with a disabil­
ity. For example, instead 
of saying, “I know an au­
tistic child,” the person- 
first language would be, 
“1 know a child who has 
autism.” By not using 
person-first language, 
you acknowledge the 
disability instead of the 
person. In doing this, 
you label and limit the 
individual to stereotypes . 
associated with the dis­
ability. For generations, 
the hearts and minds of 
people with disabilities 
have been crushed by 
negative, stereotypical 
descriptors that in turn 
led to segregation, abuse, 
devaluation and worse.
By using person-first 
language, we can gener­
ate positive change in 
the lives of people with
disabilities.
The Therapeutic 
Recreation program has 
taught us the values and 
importance of treating 
individuals with dis­
abilities with the respect 
that they deserve. Our 
program focuses on as­
sisting individuals with 
disabilities to engage in 
recreation and leisure 
to improve their overall 
quality of life. When 
labeling a person by their 
disability, you focus on 
what the person cannot 
do. As TR students, we 
value what the individual 
can do despite their dis­
ability. The TR program 
is involved with David’s 
House, Spectrum Health, 
Mary Free Bed, and other 
local organizations to 
advocate the importance 
of independence and 
involvement in the com­
munity for people with 
disabilities.
Although a person 
may have a disability, it 
does not make him or her 
less of a person mentally, 
physically, emotionally 
or spiritually. A person’s 
self-image is strongly 
tied to the words used to 
describe him or her. Peo­
ple with disabilities are 
unique individuals with 
unlimited potential to 
achieve their dreams, just 
like everyone else. Using 
person-first language 
may require a few more 
words and a few more 
seconds, but you ensure 
inclusion, freedom and 
respect for people with 
disabilities.
For more informa­
tion about person-first 
language, visit www. 
disabilityisnatural.com. 
editorial@ lanthorn xrom
Want us to publish your thoughts? 
Email us at editorial@lanthorn.com
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By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor
I
t is 2012, and the world has ended. There is one life raft pre­
pared to take a select group to safety, and there is only one 
vacant seat. First featured on NPR’s This American Life, the 
Life Raft Debate asked a professor or department chair from each 
respective major to justify why their discipline would be the most 
vital in post-apocalyptic rebuilding.
Grand Valley State University’s Ola Nwabara and Ralf Hugger 
from Liberal Studies brought together eight disciplines at 6 pm. 
Monday night under Cook DeWitt’s roof to duke it out for the final 
spot on the hypothetical life raft in GVSU’s very own Life Raft De­
bate 2011. In the end, the Classics department ended up winning the 
final seat on the raft.
Using three elimination rounds, the Life Raft Debate started out 
by giving each discipline five minutes to plead their case. Five final­
ists were chosen by audience applause power for the second round.
The second round - or the devil’s advocate round - asked final­
ists compare and contrast their discipline with those of other final­
ists and to advocate against their rival disciplines. Then, fueled by 
audience-posed questions, two final disciplines went head to head 
in a final, fate-deciding debate.
From sex, beer and cannibalism to the creativity of art and de­
sign as a vehicle for humanity, disciplines argued their cases with 
overwhelming feedback from the packed audience.
Elena Passarello, visiting professor to the Department of Writ­
ing, came in a close second by using sex jokes and the emotional 
appeal of the written word to win over the student-based audience. 
But in the end, Charles Pazdemik, chair of the Department of Clas­
sics, secured his discipline’s spot into the new world by using the
wisdom of the Greeks and Roman to justify his survival.
“The Greeks and Romans pose big questions about what it 
means to be human beings and to lead fulfilling and meaningful 
lives,” he said.
Among the other panelists were Ed Aboufadel from mathemat­
ics, Amy Russell from natural biology, Kelly Parker from philoso-* 
phy, James Greene from art and design, Kirsten Bartels from liberal 
studies and the sustainability initiative’s Bart Bartels.
“The presenters all did more than justice to their respective dis­
ciplines, and honestly it was just about impossible to gauge the ap­
plause from one to another,” Pazdemik said. "The Life Raft Debate 
format provides a framework for considering those questions in an 
original and compelling way. It’s wonderful when students engage 
with them and respond to them, and that’s what happened on Mon­
day night.”
news@lanthom rom
, GVL / Eric Coulter
Close call: Elena Passarello pumps up the crowd during her introduction at the Life Raft Debate. Passarello, a 
writing professor, came in second to Pazdemik in the final round of Monday night's debate.
//
...Honestly, it was just about impossible to gauge the 
applause from one (subject) to another/7
GVL / Eric Coulter
Staying afloat: Chuck Pazdemik, chair of the Classics Department, accepts his life raft award. Pazdemik beat out 
seven other disciplines to emerge victorious in Grand Valley's first Life Raft Debate, ensuring his discipline's survival.
-Chuck Pazdemik
Classics Department chair
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Out of this world NASA scientistLes Johnson comes to GV's Loosemore Auditorium to talk space, energy
By Eric Higgins
GVL Intern
In a presentation given by NASA scientist 
Les Johnson at Grand Valley State University’s 
Loosemore Auditorium Monday night, Johnson 
said he could survive for 1 minute, 41 seconds in 
the vacuum of space.
During his public lecture, Johnson focused 
on the involvement for protecting the planet and 
other possibilities for outer space.
‘Tonight, I’m speaking as Les Johnson, pri­
vate citizen and not as a direct representative of 
NASA, because I’m going to be telling you about 
what my vision for space exploration is and, in my 
opinion, what we ought to be doing,” he said
Johnson said as a planet, to stop the increase 
of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, ev­
eryone would have to decrease their energy usage 
by a dramatic amount.
“We would all have to reduce our energy usage 
to roughly that of someone who lives in Kenya 
around the globe,” he said.
Johnson said things in space could benefit the 
entire planet. For example, the use of solar energy 
can reduce people’s reliance on fossil fuels and 
limit pollution. In one concept to harness solar 
energy, still in developmental stages, solar arrays 
in Earth’s atmosphere would collect energy and 
beam it down to the ground. Johnson said by put­
ting a lot of the collectors in space, NASA could 
beam down energy usable to the public.
“The idea is that you can put square miles of 
collectors in space, collect the power and beam 
it down to the ground either with microwaves or 
lasers,” he said.
With recent advances in solar and laser tech­
nology and propulsion technology, Johnson said 
he thinks a space solar power station could be 
working in 20 to 25 years.
To help fight global warming, some projects 
are being developed to block some of the sun’s 
rays so the Earth does not heat as quickly. Unlike 
the solar power station, blocking parts of the sun 
could take 50 to 100 years to fully develop and 
implement.
Johnson said some of the sun’s energy can be 
blocked using solar sails.
“If you put enough of these big things between 
us and the sun and block just a teeny little tiny bit 
of the energy we get from the sun, you can com­
pletely offset the temperature rise that’s coming 
from the trapped greenhouse gases,” he said.
Besides fighting greenhouse gases and over­
population, an idea is also in production to divert 
an asteroid if it were heading towards Earth. These 
concepts include using nuclear-powered space­
craft to push the larger asteroids out of Earth’s 
path, using smaller spacecraft to push smaller as­
teroids and using sunlight to push the asteroid out 
of the way.
GVL / Nlcol* Lamson
A n#w frontter Lw Johnson demonstrates the impact that space technology could have on environmental efforts 
during his lecture Monday night. The event was held in the Loosemore Auditorium on the Allendale Campus.
In space, sunlight is powerful enough to push 
objects. On Earth, because of wind, gravity and 
other forces, sunlight is not powerful enough for 
us to feel its pressure. By using reflective surfac­
es to focus sunlight on an asteroid, the matter can 
be pushed so that it does not collide with Earth.
Physics Club president Kristie Barber said 
she enjoyed hearing about how everyone has the 
ability to work together throughout the course of 
Johnson’s lecture.
“This talk tonight really showed how the 
sciences and technology and engineers can all 
work together, which is something that our field 
is definitely pushing towards,” she said.
Johnson said people should try to help every 
living thing on the planet and be able to do it be­
cause it is the moral thing to do.
“Preserving the environment of Earth for life 
- all life, not just human life - is of vital impor­
tance and a moral thing to do,” Johnson said.
news@lanthom rom GVL/
'The idea is that you can 
put square miles 
of collectors in 
space, collect 
the power 
and beam 
it down to 
the ground 
either with 
microwaves or 
lasers."
tesJohnson
NASA scientist
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Grand Valley Lanthorn 
Thursday, March 3, 2011
Greg Monahan, Sports Editor 
sports@lanthorn.com
see LANTHORN.COM
for postgame coverage on 
men's and women's basketball 
»GLIAC FINALS
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HOGAN EARNS
GLIAC PLAYER
OF THE WEEK
Sopho­
more point 
guard 
Breland 
' Hogan was 
named 
-the GLIAC 
North Divi­
sion Player 
. oftheWeek 
on Monday 
,after post- HOGAN
' ing a career high 27 points and 
rhitting a buzzer-beating shot 
^to give the Lakers a decisive 82- 
- 80 win in overtime over Ferris 
-;State University on Saturday. 
/Hogan's previous career best 
/was 17 points against Saginaw 
£ Valley State University on Feb. 
20 last season.
/
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TRACK AND FIELD
SENDS 22 TO
CHAMPIONSHIPS
• GVSU track and field will 
send 18 women and four men 
to the 2011 Track and Field 
Championships in Albuquer­
que, N.M., on March 11-12. The 
Lakers qualified the 22 student- 
athletes in 20 individual events 
and two relays. From the No. 
. 1 nationally ranked women's 
team, junior Monica Kinney 
‘ will lead GVSU after qualifying 
in the mile run, 5,000-meter 
• run and the distance medley 
relay. Sixteen student athletes 
will compete in the track por­
tion of the championships, and 
six will compete in field.
Schedule
BASEBALL:
Thursday 11 a.m.:
Baseball vs. University of 
Mary in Winter Haven, Fla. 
Thursday 2:30 p.m.: 
Baseball vs. Lewis in 
Winter Haven, Fla.
Friday 12 p.m.: Baseball 
vs. Gannon (DH) in 
Auburndale, Fla.
Saturday 11 a.m.:
Baseball vs. Southwest 
Minnesota State in Winter 
Haven, Fla.
SOFTBALL:
Sunday 9:30 a.m.:
Softball vs. Post University 
in Clermont, Fla.
Sunday 11:30 a.m.: 
Softball vs. Millersville in 
Clermont, Fla.
TENNIS:
Saturday 10 a.m.: M./W. 
Tennis vs. Presbyterian 
College in Orlando, Fla. 
Saturday 3:30 p.m.: M./W. 
Tennis vs. College of New 
Jersey in Orlando, Fla.
LACROSSE:
Saturday 3 p.m.: M.
Lacrosse at Indiana 
Institute of Technology
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Lakers set for 11 games in 8 days
^After 2-1 season start in South Carolina, Lakers again seek out warm weather in Winter Haven, Fla.
c$y Greg Monahan
GVL Sports Editor
With plenty of students leaving school for a week 
to seek out winter havens, the Grand Valley State 
v University baseball team will travel to one as well - 
filter Haven, Fla.
As spring beckons in Allendale, the Lakers will 
head south for more inviting temperatures with a 
»i fchance to step into the sun and play outdoor baseball 
after practicing under a roof for most of the winter.
“Being able to get down there and see what grass 
looks like again will be exciting,” said senior infielder 
Cory Phillips. “Just getting outside and getting back 
to baseball season is exciting for all of us.”
GVSU (2-1), however, will not open its season in 
Florida as the Lakers got an early start to the season 
two weeks ago in Greenwood, S.C., during a three- 
game set at lender University. GVSU head coach 
Steve Lyon said the team is ahead of where they are 
normally because of that trip.
“I think we ironed out a few things in our minds 
before the Florida trip when we went down to South 
Carolina,” he said. “It broke up our winter practices 
nicely and gave us a little better idea on a few guys.”
The challenges for the Lakers will transcend the 
opponents on the field as an 11 -games-in-8-days 
schedule, including four doubleheaders with just one 
day off, will thrust GVSU into the gauntlet right from 
the first pitch.
As manager, Ly^fFsaid he Wke sure to keep
TftOnotosassa
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Spring break sluggers: Junior Kyle Schepel pitches during 
a past game. The baseball team is headed to Florida to train.
his pitchers’ arms healthy during the long trip.
“It’s about trying to get through it with our pitch­
ing staff intact and not overusing them this early in 
the season,” he said. “If one or two of our started gets
33) r havet'tf~e*<*g* pll?u^p<®' ty
guy then all of a sudden the next day, we don’t have 
as deep of a staff as we’d like.”
But after a winter spent toiling in Allendale, Phil­
lips said he has no issue with the packed schedule in 
Florida. ,
“I like it this way, especially at the start of the 
year,” he said. “We know we’re going to get all those 
games in down there unless it rains, and obviously in 
Michigan, it’s always tough to get games in duripgj ^ 
the beginnirigof the year. So I think it’s good we play 
as many as we can down there.” y
After an impressive showing from the GVSUl • 
starting pitchers in South Carolina - the staff ga 
up just three earned runs in 15 innings of work. Ly< 
said he expects the team’s lifeline to be the starters for 
the duration of the trip.
Two pitchers new to the Lakers’ lineup this seasoit 
are expected to take on the mound. Transfer Christo- ft 
pher Whitney and red-shirt freshman Cody Wester- 
huis are expected to get at least one start in Florida, 
possibly two.
“The best thing that could happen for us is our 
starters give us quality starts,” Lyon said. “Then we 
can survive very well. But it just takes a couple of 
early exits from the starters, and then we’re scram­
bling around.”
The Lakers’ Florida schedule starts Thursday with 
a doubleheader against the University of Mary and 
Lewis University. First pitch is at 11 a.m., and 04T 
Lewis game is expected to start around 2:30 pin.
. sports® lanthorn cam
smerv
p%/r'CVL.Zach SepanikStaff Writer
jpor many Michigan residents, it is tradition to 
migrate south for spring break, and after practic- 
for a couple months indoors, the Grand Valley 
University softball team will gladly accept a 
to Clermont, Fla., and its 80-degree weather. 
The GVSU team, which only has four upper­
classmen - all juniors - on its active roster, will be a 
|>rfrtof the National Training Center spring games 
rT'in Clermont and play against the likes of Wayne 
^ State College of Nebraska, Bloomsburg Univer­
sity, West Virginia Wesleyan College and Molloy 
tfpjte.
~1 *^Ve are pumped and know that we have a hard 
schedule while we are down there,” said sopho­
more utility infielder Kayleigh Bertram, a member 
j JhLkst season’s Division II All-Midwest Region 
, “We have all been counting down the days
we go. We’re excited to go up against some 
good competition, like when we played Winona 
State last year.”
The team struggled down the stretch last sea­
son, ending the ycaf with nfnp'^ai^ht losses to
finish at 22-24. However, GVSU assistant coach 
Dana Callihan said she has seen some positive 
work in the off-season that might turn the team’s 
fortunes around.
“As you bring in new players, you are always 
trying to gel and see what the chemistry is going 
to be like and making sure everyone is communi­
cating and on the same page,” Callihan said. “We 
worked through the off-season on conditioning 
and weight training and just the fundamentals. If 
we do the fundamentals really well, then we’re go­
ing to come out on top more times than not.”
The most notable point of the Lakers’ roster is 
the fact that the team lacks even a single senior, but 
the leadership for GVSU starts with experience.
“We have got a returning class of sophomores 
and juniors that have substantial playing time from 
last year, so they know what it’s about,” Callihan 
said. “Even our freshmen coming in have played at 
some high levels inrtravel ball . Even though we are 
young from a class-ranking standpoint, the team 
has a lot of experience on the national level. It’s 
not always age that determines a good leader.”
As the team heads to Clermont, all of its prac­
tice will be put to the test. The hope is that the Lak­
ers can turn around from a disappointing year and
(,cl The Complete Story
Lanthorn.com/sports
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Youth meets experience: Grand Valley softball players 
prepare for a past game. The young team will make the trip 
down to Florida over break to open their season.
not only fight for a GLIAC conference champion­
ship. but advance in the regionals this season.
“Yeah, there will be those games that are heart- 
breakers, where you lose 1-0 or 2-1 in the last in­
ning. Those are the games that are the best because 
you kftow you fought hard until the end,” Bertram 
said. W
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Jeams head outdoors for Orlando competitions over break
VAynl StatE \
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Every lawyer must pass the bar.
Ours go on to raise it.
Wayne State wayne Law, Best value Law school, offer*
I INIVF R^ITY students ci strong anti comprehensive 
^ legal education in Michigan's historic,
Law school economic and cultural center. Detroit's
vibrant legal market provides students 
with direct access to internship and employment opportunities 
at state and federal courts, government offices, multinational 
corporations, unions and major law firms. It's no wonder Wayne 
Law alumni continue to lead the way in the annual Michigan 
Super Lawyers and Rising Stars rankings.
Iawinquire@wayne.edu • (313) 577 3937Apply at law.wayne.edu
www.SignatureA.com
By Jon Adamy
AStaff Writer
For some Grand Valley State University 
students, spring break means relaxing with 
drinks in their hands on sunny beaches. 
Fjir the GVSU men’s and women’s tennis 
t<yfns, spring break means competing with 
racquets in their hands on sunny courts.
After a winter spent on the road playing 
at indoor courts, the teams will be able to 
^ take their games outside when they travel 
« io Orlando, Fla., over spring break. GVSU 
* head coach John Black said it is common 
' for northern schools to plan a trip south to 
play, and the GVSU trip has become some- 
. what of a tradition with the tennis teams 
•Qreieling to Orlando for each of the past 
eight seasons.
For teams from the north that have spent 
weeks away from the elements and factors 
such as sun and wind, getting back on the 
outdoor courts will take some getting used 
to. Black said.
“There’s a big adjustment, but the nice 
thing is most of the time we’re playing teams 
in the same situation - where they’ve been 
indoors all winter and they’re finally getting 
outside. So it’s pretty even footing,” he said. 
“By the time we’re playing the schools that 
are down south - 1 tend to schedule them at 
the end of the week so we have three or four 
4r five days to get used to playing outside.”
Junior tennis player Josh Kazdan said the 
sun provides a mood booster for the players. 
gMhough the team is taking its time during 
spring break in sunny Florida to train, Ka­
zdan is not concerned with the team’s ability 
to balance having fun with working on the 
court.
“We go down there with the idea that
<----------------------------------------------
it’s tennis first,” Kazdan said. “When we go 
down there, we represent the school, but we 
also have a ton of fun. It’s a great time.”
The team will take time to relax as a 
group and do some activities associated 
with traditional spring break trips, such as 
visiting amusement parks.
Although some students are taking trips 
that do not involve training for a sport, Ka­
zdan said he. prefers to have his break with 
the team.
“I’d much rather do this,” Kazdan said. 
“It’s a lot of fun playing tennis, and you get 
to travel and experience great weather with 
a team that I really like.”
Nationally-ranked teams from Divisions 
1,11 and 111 will be on hand to provide high 
level competition for GVSU. Black said 
both the men’s and women’s team will play 
top-ranked teams from each division during 
the trip.
“It’s always good to see some differ­
ent competition, too, than just the standard 
GLIAC teams,” said senior Jackie Shipman, 
who will make the trip for her fourth time. 
“I mean, sometimes up here, you start to see 
the same players, and you get familiar with 
their games and everything. Down there, its 
competition that you don’t normally play.”
The team is used to being on the road this 
season, and Shipman said although the trip 
will focus on tennis and training, the team 
members will be able to transition well 
when they do have free time.
“I think we’re pretty used to it because 
we still have fun on the weekends when we 
travel on the weekend,” Shipman said. “Ev­
eryone’s pretty good at being efficient and 
taking care of business quickly, and then 
we just get on with our lives. It’s pretty rou­
tine.”
GVSU will begin play on Saturday and
GVL Archive / Andrew Mills 
South for the spring: Josh Kazdan swings at a 
ball during a past practice. Kazdan and the rest 
of the men’s tennis team will venture south for 6 
games over break.
//
It's always good to see 
some different competition, 
too, than just the standard 
GLIAC tea ms/1
-Jackie Shipman
Senior tennis player
continue through March 11 with the men 
playing six matches in Orlando and the 
women playing eight.
jadamy©lanthom £om GVL Archive / Andrew Mills 
Sunshine: Senior Jackie Shipman hits a backhand in a past practice. 
The trip south will be the team's first chance to play outdoors.
TTTle
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ROWING
'Laker Navy' heads south for spring training
By Derek Wolff
GVL Assistant Sports Editor
While various major league 
ball clubs will be starting their 
exhibition games, the rowing 
team will be in Sarasota, Fla.,
SENIORS!
www.SignatureA.com
Graduation
Announcements 
&Diploma Frames
Packages Starting
$32.99(Oy /nnouncements
* Heavy Linen Card Stock
• Foil Seals Sculpted by 
Skilled Artisans
Stationery and Gifts for Greek and 
Student Groups Also Available
Graduation Announcements • Diploma Frames • Keepsakes
www.SignatureA.com
See our Graduation Guide Online
Tips for Graduating Students on Job Hunting, 
Interviewing & Resume writing
See Why Working With 
A Family Business Is Better
Family owned businesses build strong communities, sustain vibrant 
town centers, linking neighbors & contributing to local causes. 
Started by a College Student to bring better prices, quality and 
service to students across the US.
for their annual spring break 
training camp on March 4.
On the way back to Allen­
dale, the team will stop at Lake 
Lanier, Ga., to face off against 
five colleges and universities on 
March 12 in a practice meet.
The Lakers will depart from 
Allendale today and Friday, 
taking vans and a 56-passenger 
bus to accommodate a 94-per- 
son caravan en route to swap­
ping winter coats and textbooks 
for oars and swimwear.
GVSU has been training in­
doors for the last few months 
in preparation, working 16-18 
hours a week on indoor row­
ing machines, said GVSU head 
coach John Bancheri.
“One of our goals is to fo­
cus and get better and we’ve 
worked hard to get there by 
spending all of that time on the 
machines,” Bancheri said. “It’s 
going to be a great time and a 
great experience. The idea is 
that (the team is) there to get 
better and enjoy themselves at 
the same time ”
Sophomore rower Amy 
Brunner has fond memories of 
going on the trip last spring and 
was excited about going back.
“It was a really good time 
last year,” Brunner said. “I 
came out of spring break feel­
ing like I really understood the 
technical aspect of rowing.”
\ Bancheri said that the tech­
nical aspect is something that
n
GVL Archive / Eric Cou
Heading south: The Laker men row in a previous meet. The rowing 1 
one of several GVSU sports teams going to Florida over Spring Break.
you simply cannot teach with 
only indoor workouts away 
from the water.
“It’s like getting three weeks 
of work done in one week since 
it’s hard to teach technique in 
the cold,” he said, when speak­
ing about the trips advantages.
The team has worked 5 a.m. 
shifts during the winter shovel­
ing snow from campus in an ef­
fort to afford the trip.
Despite the warmer weath­
er, it won’t be all fun and games 
for the Lakers in the days lead­
ing up to their scrimmage on 
March 12. The team has prac­
ticed scheduled several times 
a day, rowing some 40+ miles 
with on-the-water technique 
being learned for the new addi­
tions and the veterans shaking
off any rust from winter.
Sophomore Jacob 
man said that the team 
cited to get back on the water> 
and that the scrimmage onUM* 
12th will be good for not only 
the newcomers but the team as 
a whole.
“For the newer guys it’s their 
first time going on a trip that far 
away so it should be a good ex­
perience for them,” he said. 
“The scrimmage gives them*1 
more experience on the wateP' 
before we get into our major 
races during the season. Every­
one who has been on the team 
is just as excited though to get 
back on the water after training 
indri^rs for so long.”
iornrom
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Championship bound: Junior Raphael Santos swims in the GLIAC Championship. He is one of many going to nationals.
Swim and dive prepares for 
national championships
//
(Santos will) be one of the top 
people out there for us/7
-Andy Boyce 
GVSU head coach
By Kevin VanAntwerpen
GVL Staff Writer
For the Grand Valley State 
University swimming and div­
ing team, the NCAA Division 
II National Championship is 
the holy grail of competitions. 
Every lap, every dive, every 
victory and every defeat during 
the regular season are just baby 
steps on the road to what they 
call “the big meet”.
For junior swimmer Raphael 
Santos and junior diver Karen 
Verbrugge, among the 20 swim­
mers and six divers making the 
trip to San Antonio, Texas from 
March 8 to 12, this is the peak of 
the semester, said GVSU head 
coach Andy Boyce.
“They’ve been training for 
this since the beginning of the 
season,” he said. “And it’s a 
long season - we’ve had a lot 
of dual meets, (an) invitational, 
and our conference just finished 
up a few weeks ago. They’ve 
barely had time to rest.”
Santos said the swimmers 
are much more relaxed during 
the days before the meet. Last 
Wednesday, the team members 
switched to easier workout rou­
tines to save their strength for 
the events.
“Most of us didn’t lift weights 
after the conference meets end­
ed [on Feb. 12],” Santos said. “I 
did because I personally like to 
lift weights up to a week and a 
half before the meet, but now
this week, we’re all just cutting 
back. We’re tired. We feel that 
our bodies deserve the rest.”
Santos currently holds the 
third-best time for the 100-yard 
backstroke in the nation, and he 
owns the current school record 
in the 100- and 200-yard back- 
stroke. While he is only attend­
ing nationals for the second time 
in the U.S., he formerly swam 
with the Junior National Team 
in his native country, Brazil.
“He’ll be one of the top peo­
ple there for us,” Boyce said. 
“There are two people out there 
who are faster this year, but he’s 
up for the challenge.”
In contrast to the lighter rou­
tines adopted by the swim team, 
Verbrugge and other champion­
ship qualifying divers are using 
their last days home to cram in 
as much improvement as pos­
sible.
“It gets pretty tough right up 
until nationals,” she said. “We’re 
trying to up our numbers and get 
as fit as possible.”
During the 2010 nationals 
conference, Vebrugge placed 
second in the one-meter dive 
and seventh in the three-meter 
dive. She said she both hopes 
and expects to maintain her 
place at the top.
Each athlete has a different 
method of mentally preparing 
for the match. Santos said lately 
in the evening, he lies down in a 
comfortable spot with the lights 
off and pictures the match.
“1 visualize my routine be­
fore the race,” he said. “I also 
visualize myself swimming - 
reaching the wall. It makes me 
more comfortable about my 
race and what I’m going to do. 
When it comes, I know what 
I’m going to feel at that moment 
because I’ve already visualized 
it.”
On the other hand, Verbrug­
ge said she, with her roommate 
and fellow nationals competitor 
Rachel Strom, focus on keeping 
the rest of the team lighthearted 
and optimistic.
“We’re pretty laid back when 
it comes to practice,” she said. 
“Our team gets a little anxious 
when it comes to these meets, 
so we try to keep the tone pretty 
mellow. There’s a lot of fresh­
men and sophomores on the 
team who have never been to 
nationals, and we want them ex­
cited instead of scared.”
The Lakers will fly to San 
Antonio a couple days before 
the meet begins on March 8. 
kvanantwerpen@ lanthorn rom
COMMENTATOR'S BOX
Farewell winter, spring is calling
Brady
Fredericksen
/ * f GVL Senior Reporter
There is nothing better than 
waking up to a fresh spring 
breeze, even if that spring 
breeze is 30 degrees and full 
of snow like it is here at Grand 
Valley State University.
Spring is the best season, 
bar none, and while the snow 
and cold is sure to stick around 
for at least a little while, the 
professional and college 
sports scene is sure to heat up 
quickly.
For GVSU, the baseball, 
softball and tennis teams will 
all open their spring seasons 
with trips to Florida, leaving 
the rest of us in Michigan to 
have snowball fights and drink.
Both the men and woman’s 
tennis teams will take on an 
array of out-of-state opponents 
in the Sunshine State, 
continuing what is actually the 
second half of their regular 
season, which began back in 
September. Meanwhile, the 
softball and baseball teams 
will be gearing up for the 
regular season against some of 
the top Division II schools in 
the southern U.S.
It’s not just the spring 
sports that heat up this time 
of year, either. Both Laker 
basketball teams are entering
the postseason, and both 
look like NCAA Tournament 
contenders. As a sports fan, 
the one thing to know about 
college basketball in the month 
of March is that anything is 
possible.
And all this has got to be 
one of the greatest luxuries 
for a GVSU sports fan- no 
matter the season or sport, the 
school’s team always has a 
shot to be among the best.
On the professional side, 
spring is a time of new 
beginnings and crushing 
defeats. It’s a time where 
Major League Baseball gets 
into their own spring training, 
and fans of every team can 
dream of World Series’ glory, 
even if it’s only for a month.
It’s a time where the NHL 
and NBA finally start to get 
interesting. As much as I love 
those sports, it’s hard to stay 
interested in a team through 
82 games over nine months, 
so why not just fast-forward to 
the end of the regular season 
and get prepared for the 
playoffs.
The postseason is the 
NHL’s bread and butter at this 
point. Even people who hate 
hockey will sit down and root 
on the Red Wings during the 
playoffs. It’s just the Michigan 
thing to do.
Plus, what’s better than 
playoff beards and the 
occasional fight? Nothing, 
that’s what.
Even the NBA, which 
has seen its league undergo 
tremendous change in the 
last month, is going to have 
fans on the edge of their seats 
during the playoffs. Some have 
said the sudden migration of 
star players to big cities - like 
Carmelo Anthony to the New 
York Knicks - is a bad thing, 
but once the playoffs roll 
around and every series is an 
absolute classic. I’m betting all 
that negativity gets tossed out 
the window.
Well, except for Cleveland 
Cavaliers' fans. I think it’s 
probably a good bet that they’ll 
be negative for the rest of their 
lives. Thanks, LeBron!
Spring is even a great time 
for you, yes you. to finally turn 
off your Playstation and get 
out there. Get active outside. 
Our school is surrounded by 
fields of nothing. What else are 
you going to do?
You know it’s getting close 
to spring when you have to 
constantly watch for packs of 
runners moving throughout 
the apartment complexes.
Not to mention avoiding the 
occasional stray Frisbee or 
football flying into the street.
It's just a great time. I know 
it's not as freewheeling as 
summer, but hey, it sure beats 
winter, doesn't it?
Now if you’ll excuse me, 
I'm going to go shovel my 
sidewalk.
bfredericksen @ lanthorn jcom
Take a couple classes at your 
Community College
•Costs are much lower
•Credits transfer back to Grand Valley 
•Make up that missing credit or get a 
jump on next year.
Contact your local Community College for details
♦
▼
Glen Oaks Community College 
888-994-7818
Centreville
www.glenoaks.edu
Grand Rapids 
^^^Community
Grand Rapids Community College 
616-234-4000
Grand Rapids
www.grcc.edu
Henry Ford
Community College
Henry Ford Community College 
800-585-HFCC 
Detroit-Dearborn 
www.hfcc.edu
| A C K S 0 N fCJL' 
Communiti^C 0 l l E C E
Jackson Community College 
888-522-7344
Jackson
www.jccmi.edu
H LAKE MICHIGAN
Wm COLLEGE
Lake Michigan College
800 252-1562 ext. 8626
Benton Harbor, Niles, South Haven 
www.lakemichigancollege.edu
k
Montcalm Community College
Montcalm Community College 
989 328 2111
Sidney
www.montcalm.edu
g
Northwestern
Michigan
College
Northwestern Michigan College 
231-995-1054
Traverse City 
www.nmc.edu
• .
Schoolcraft
College
Schoolcraft College 
734-462-4400
Livonia
www.schookraft.edu
Wkst Share
Community WW* 
Colleg^^^^
West Shore Community College
1 -000-848 9722
ScottviHe
www.westshore.edu
Elijah Brumback, A&E Editor 
arts@lanthorn.com
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Artistic: Julia Victor was named Michigan's Emerging Graduate Artist
Future unknown,
art abstract
Student takes top honor in art exhibition
By Rebekah Young
GVL Staff Writer
USA
CAN YOU
SING
Student artist Julia Victor’s burlap art piece, which fea­
tures a graphite pencil sketch of hair twisted into two fray­
ing braids, has earned her the title of Michigan’s Emerging 
Graduate Artist (MEGA).
“It is a very strong work, both lovely and haunting,” 
said Taylor Greenfield, president of the Master of Fine 
Arts Club at Kendall College of Art and Design.
With this piece, Victor earmed first place for the MEGA 
juried exhibition and took home a $250 prize. The honor, 
which comes from the MFA Club, distinguishes Victor as 
a rising talent in the Grand Rapids art community.
“My art deals a lot with the relationship between the 
mind and the body, or physicality and the abstract,” Victor 
said. “My work deals with abstracting the figure — push­
ing the limits as to how much I have to paint a figure for 
the viewer to still recognize (it).”
The exhibition, which will feature two of Victor’s bur­
lap pieces, will run from March 17 to 30 in Gallery 114 at 
Kendall. An opening reception and awards ceremony will 
be held in the gallery from 6 to 8 p.m. on March 18.
Artwork from other entrants, including second-place 
finisher Ashley Lambart from Kendall and third-place art­
ist Sarah Kandell-Gritzmaker from Adrian College, will 
also be on exhibit.
“The exhibition will feature a variety of media and 
is an excellent example of the talent running rampant 
throughout many of Michigan’s college and university art 
programs,” Greenfield said.
. Two weeks ago, Victor received a call about placing 
first in the exhibition. As she prepares to graduate from 
GVSU’s Art and Design program this spring, she said she 
feels good about her win and is grateful for the recogni­
tion.
“It’s a pretty nice ego booster with graduation and my 
senior thesis looming in April,” she said.
As a student artist with a painting emphasis and an art 
history minor, Victor said she has always gravitated to­
ward creative expression through painting and drawing.
“I’m drawn to the immediacy of paint and drawing 
materials and the evidence of the hand,” she said.
Victor said her affinity for blending the physical as­
pects of reality with the abstract in her artwork stems from 
the idea of human perspective.
“I’m very interested in these tensions because I think 
it’s something anyone upon viewing my pieces can relate 
to,” she explained. “We all have bodies, and we all have 
experiences about what it’s like being in our bodies.”
In addition to her MEGA win, Victor will have her 
work displayed in a GVSU Bachelor of Fine Arts ex­
hibition on April 15. The event will showcase six other 
graduating student artists and several other art and design 
students.
The BFA exhibit will be held at 1111 Godfrey Avenue 
in Grand Rapids, the site of a five-story, 4<X)j()0()-square- 
foot warehouse that will be divided into separate areas to 
display the students’ art.
After graduation, Victor hopes to move to Chicago to 
join an artist co-op with friends. She also plans to attend 
graduate school in the future.
7 “I feel confident because Grand Valley’s BFA program 
has prepared me well,” Victor said. "There are a lot of 
ways to apply an art degree, making my future somewhat 
unknown but very exciting.”
ryounx @ lanthorn rom
Courtesy photo / Julia Victor 
More than pan on paper: An untitled piece of graphite on burlap 
(pictured) won Victor, a GVSU student, the MEGA recognition.
'..And the ramparts we watched... 
uh...and the home of the brave'
By Elijah Brumback
GVL A&E Editor
On this day in 1931, the 
United States government 
adopted “The Star-Spangled 
Banner” as its national an­
them in a Congressional 
resoluton signed by then- 
President Herbert Hoover. It 
was written by Francis Scott 
Kelly, a lawyer and amateur 
poet, after witnessing the 
Battle of Fort McHenry in 
the war of 1812.
The song was set to the 
tune of an old British drink­
ing song sung by the Anac- 
reotic Society of London, a 
gentlemen’s club comprised 
of mainly half-hearted musi­
cians. Their songs were pri­
marily about women, wine 
and entertaining.
Still, Key’s ballad, which 
is four stanzas long (only the 
first is actually sung), has be­
come an antiquated tradition 
in many areas of American 
society. The armed services 
have adopted for many oc­
casions as well as the NHL, 
NBA, NFL and MLB, who 
play the song routinely play 
song before sports contests.
At one point, Jimi Hen­
drix performed the song as 
part of almost every set he 
played.
In 2005, the U.S. govern­
ment-sponsored National 
Anthem Project, after a 
study by Harris Interactive, 
a noted markey research 
firm based in New York, 
found that many adults 
knew neither the lyrics nor 
the history of the anthem.
Harris surveyed 2,200 
American men and women
18 and older and found near­
ly two in three Americans — 
61 percent — did not know 
all of the words to ‘The Star 
Spangled Banner.’ Of those 
who claimed to know all 
the words, only 39 percent 
knew what follows “whose 
broad stripes and bright 
stars” (answer:“through the 
perilous fight”). Thirty-four 
percent answered “were so 
gallantly streaming” and
19 percent answered “gave 
proof through the night.”
Of those who answered 
correctly, 58 percent had 
received at least five years 
of music classes in schools 
growing up.
arts @ lanthorn .coni
DO YOU KNOW IT?
The Lanthorn asked three random people to sing the full four stanza version of The Star-Spangled Banner'?
"I go to a lot of Michigan 
football games with my dad, 
when you're there and they 
get you started I think I could, 
but off the top of my head, 
probably not. I didn't know 
there was even more what 
you normally hear."
Stefan Johnson
Junior 
Political Science
Phil Barkel
Junior
Economics
Dylan Graham
Junior
Photography
"I can't do it. It's not 
really something I need to 
remember."
"I just tried to write it 
out. I made it to'through 
the perilous fight.'Is it 
something about ramparts 
after that?"
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Announcemestts
Seniors Graduating in April. 
Don’t forget to order gradua­
tion announcements and a 
diploma frame. Signature An­
nouncements has a package 
starting from $32.99. Order 
today at
www.SignatureA.com or call 
888-830-8305
No spring break plans? Make 
planning easy' at 
Lanthorn.com. Click the 
“Travel” tab and check on 
prices to the best spring 
break destinations with only 
a few clicks. 
www.lanthom.com
Take a couple classes at 
your community college this 
summer. Get caught up or 
ahead. Costs are lower & 
most credits transfer to 
Grand Valley. Look for the ad 
in today’s Lanthorn for a list 
of Michigan community col­
leges including West Shore 
Community College.
Want GVSU news now? The 
Lanthorn has it covered. Visit 
our website, Facebook, You­
Tube, or Twitter for the latest 
GVSU campus and sports 
news, www.lanthorn.com
Roommates
2 female roommates wanted 
for 2011- 2012 school year! 
Nine month lease. Rent $395 
plus utilities. Campus West 
Townhouse 4 bedroomss, 2 
bathrooms. Email 
stewarha@mail.gvsu.edu.
Services________
Experienced Attorney 3 Miles 
from Campus. 616.895.7300. 
www.davidknoesterplc.com
616-895-7300
University Bookstore. Shop 
online anytime with the Uni- 
versity Bookstore. 
www.ubs.gvsu.edu
Ride the G.R. Hopper this 
weekend. Only $10 per per­
son round trip from Allendale 
(reservation reguired). Ride 
includes unlimited bar hop­
ping and other specials at 
downtown bars and restau­
rants. Call 616-606-0467 or 
email staff@grhopper.com
Employment
Lanthorn Ad Designer Posi­
tions available beginning 
Summer & Fall 2011. Experi­
ence needed on Mac, Pho­
toshop, and illustrator. Apply 
today in the Lanthorn office 
0051 Kirkhof. Call 
616-331-2484 or email ad- 
vertising@lanthorn.com with 
guestions. Underclassmen 
preferred.
Lanthorn Advertising Sales 
Representative Positions 
available beginning Fall 2011. 
Can be used as an intern­
ship. Real life experience 
with clients and good pay. 
Apply now at The Lanthorn 
office 0051 Kirkhof Center. 
Call 616-331-2484 or email 
advertising@lanthorn.com 
with guestions. Underclass­
men preferred.
The Lanthorn is looking for 
an Assistant Business Man­
ager. Should be available up 
to 15 hours and on Fridays. 
The interview process will 
continue until the position is 
filled. Freshman to Junior 
status is preferred. Must 
have Excel knowledge. Will 
be assisting with budgeting, 
payroll, accounts payable 
and account receivable. 
Cover letter, resume, and ref­
erences are needed. Stop in 
to the Lanthorn office to ap­
ply.
Miscellaneous
Condo. Mar 5th - Mar 12th. 
Mulberry, Florida (near Tigers 
training camp in Lakeland, 
FL) $450.00 OBO. Sleeps 6, 
2 bedrooms, full kitchen. Call 
(616)307-3467
the shores of Lake Superior 
in Big Bay, Ml. Positions 
available for Counselors, Wa­
terfront, Instructors for Na­
ture/Arts Crafts/Recreations,
provided. Download applica­
tion: www.baycliff.org. For 
more information call or 
email: (906) 345-9314 / bay- 
cliff@baycliff.org
Work on Mackinac Island. 
Make lifelong friends. The Is­
land House Hotel and Ryba’s 
Fudge Shops are looking for 
help in all areas this summer: 
Front Desk, Bell Staff, Wait 
Staff, Sales Clerks, Kitchen, 
Baristas. Housing, bonus, 
and discounted meals. (906) 
847-7196. www.theisland- 
house.com
Housing
Grand Valley’s best kept 
deal. University Townhomes 
& Apartments guarantees the 
lowest price per person. En­
joy a guiet atmosphere with a 
variety of home styles to 
choose from less than 2 
miles from campus. Call Tim 
today 616-477-5511
Livin’ Large. Copper Beech 
townhomes and apartments 
have up to 2000 ft of sguare 
space. Enjoy big style with­
out the price. Call
616-895-2900 or visit 
www.copperbeechtown- 
homes.com
Wanted
Receptionist position avail­
able at The Lanthorn begin­
ning Fall 2011. Training to 
begin this semester. Possibil­
ity for advancement to Busi­
ness Manager/Assistant 
Business Manager positions. 
Apply now at The Lanthorn 
office, 0051 Kirkhof Center. 
Knowledge of general office 
work and business skills a 
plus. Underclassmen pref- 
ered.
I WANT YOU
TO WORK FOR THE NEWSPAPER
Cite lanrtiont
IS CURRENTLY HIRING
WRITERS 
WEB TEAM 
INTERIMS
ALL POSITIONS ARE PAID. INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE.
For an application please visit our office in Lower Kirkhof Room 0051 
Office Number: (616) 331-2460
PURCHASING
POWERSuper Crossword
ACROSS
1 “Kon-Tlki,* 
for one
5 Relay 
length
9 Lawyers' 
org
12 Pontificate
18 Grasso or 
Raines
19 Preowned
20 Daring
22 European 
peninsula
23 ‘‘Giselle” 
composer
24 Sour fruit
25 Cupid
26 Elect
27 Start of a 
remark by 
Evan Esar
31 “Nightmare" 
street
32 Party 
potable
33 Likely to 
last?
37 Chemical 
compound
41 Gangster's 
gun
43 Kafka 
character
46 Bother
47 Homer s 
field
48 Pen pals?
50 Govt, notes
52 Duty
53 Part 2 of 
remark
55 Steel 
support
56 Ryan's
“Love
Story*
co-star
57 Travel 
agcy?
59 Salad 
veggie
61 Football’s 
Herber
63 Christine of 
“House­
keeping*
66 Actor 
Brynner
67 Penny —
69 Seoul man?
70 Grass' “The 
Tin—*
74 Part 3 of 
remark
77 Philanthrop­
ist Cornell
78 Creche 
figure
80 Whelan or 
Sorkin
81 Tear
83 Brawl
84 Made like 
Mata Hari
85 Chicken 
feed
90 Doctrine
91 Canine grp.
92 Cry of 
regret
94 Part 4 of 
remark
95 Rocker 
Morrison
97 — piece 
100 Easily 
digested 
102 See 75 
Down
103 Skater 
Midori
104 — Carlo
105 “— been 
had!”
106 Like Mister 
Ed?
108 Neander­
thals
111 Remind 
one's 
spouse?
113 Part of a 
crane
114 End of 
remark
123 Candles
126 Enrages
127 Monthly 
expense
128 Vegetate
129 Go to 
extremes
130 Wonka's 
creator
131 Inland sea
132 Tun 
throwaways
133 With
17 Down,
TV chef
134 Comedian 
Louis
135 Ruminate
136 New Mexico 
resort
DOWN
1 Paper 
quantity
2 Filmdom’s 
Ray
3 Custard of 
Castile
4 Docile
5 Brawn
6 Cairo creed
7 Uris or 
Trotsky
8 Churchill's 
successor
9 Diminish
10 Gasconade
11 Baseball 
family 
name
12 Important
13 Superior to
14 With
72 Down,
“Spartacus"
actor
15 Exist
16 102, to 
Tacitus
17 See
133 Across
21 Thirsty
28 Craving
29 Weasel 
relative
30 Uggams or 
Caron
34 Mississippi 
port
35 Nabokov 
novel
36 Deli 
delicacy
37 Neuwirth of 
“Cheers’
38 Artistic 
output
39 Coll, cadets
40 Qatar’s 
continent
41 Sarcastic 
remark
42 Santa —, 
CA
44 Desert
45 Sphere 
49 Novelist
Cather 
51 Rural 
sight
54 Attempt 
58 Attention
60 “That 
hurts!"
61 Put on
62 Martha of 
“Jumbo”
64 Coal 
by-product
65 Claire or 
Baiin
67 Fuzzy 
fruit
68 Govern
69 Mend, as a 
bone
70 Record 
players?
71 Caviar
72 See
14 Down
73 New York 
team
75 With
102 Across, 
table
accessory
76 From 
Cork
79 Splendor 
82 Child wel­
fare org.
84 Island 
outfit
85 Summon 
electron­
ically
86 Taj town
87 Film —
88 Takes in
89 Add 
fringe
92 Position 
correctly
93 Actress 
Tyler
95 Morrow or 
Dana
96 — standstill
98 “The Sage 
of Concord"
99 Loman 
portrayer
101 Pnckly 
plant
107 Broad 
sash
109 Film critic 
Roger
110 — Gras
112 Bndal path?
113 Doctor Salk
115 Pitch in
116 Where to 
speak Farsi
117 Metric 
weight
118 Neighbor of 
Brazil
119 Lean
120 Concept
121 Toast 
topper
122 Stack role
123 Poult s 
papa
124 Palindromic 
name
125 — diem
GO FIGURE! by Linda Thistle
The idea of Go Figure is to arrive 
at the figures given at the bot­
tom and right-hand columns of 
the diagram by following the 
arithmetic signs in the order 
they are given (that is, from left 
to right and top to bottom). Use 
only the numbers below the 
diagram to complete its blank 
squares and use each of the 
nine numbers only once.
DIFFICULTY: ★
★ Moderate ★ ★ Difficult 
★ ★ ★ GO FIGURE! O 2011 King Features Syndicate. Inc
4
Look for Go Figure! 
answers online at
LANTHORN.COM
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'A Very Fine Piano' explores advent of auto-tune
GVL / Eric Coulter
Musical shorts: Writing professor Elena Passarello defends her discipline in Monday's Life Raft Debate. Passarello's 
book “A Very Fine Piano," due out in 2012, is a collection of lyrical essays about the human voice as an instrument.
Writing professor Elena Passarello's 
new book examines the human 
voice in performance
By Patrick Nothaft
GVL Staff Writer
C
hances are that when T-Pain first ran his 
voice through the pitch-correcting audio 
processor known as auto-tune, he did not 
think his catchy, robotic crooning would be the 
subject of academic study.
Grand Valley State University Writing Profes­
sor Elena Passarello analyzes T-Pain, Led Zep­
pelin frontman Robert Plante and actor Marlon 
Brando, among others, in her upcoming book 
about the human voice in performance.
Tentatively titled “A Very Fine Piano,” Pas- 
sarello’s book is a collection of 15 essays that 
attempt to understand the social importance of 
different vocal styles.
“It’s a very artsy book,” Passarello said. “It’s 
not going to be a nonfiction book that is really, 
really thick. It’s more like lyric essays that are 
really heavily researched.”
Sarabande Books, a publishing company in 
Louisville, Ky., recently bought the rights to “A 
Very Fine Piano” and set a release deadline of 
October 2012, although Passarello said the book 
could hit shelves before then.
Sarah Gorham, president of Sarabande Books, 
said that her company receives upwards of 4000 
manuscripts a year and publishes only 10 or 11.
‘‘Elena's exploration of voice, its use in perfor­
mance, its physiology, philosophy, poetry, as well 
as its place in popular culture, is truly original and 
magnificently executed,” Gorham said. “It was
clear this was something I wasn’t going to lose 
to some other publisher. It’s entertaining, wise, 
beautifully written, just our sort of thing.”
As T-Paiji can attest, human vocal perfor­
mances are constantly changing, and it would be 
impossible for a single book to cover all of as­
pects of the voice.
Passarello divides her 15 essays in “A Very 
Fine Piano” into three categories: singing, 
screaming and noise-making.
In her section on noise making, Passarello 
writes about Pittsburgh Steelers’ radio broadcast­
er Myron Cope, whose voice she describes as 
“the ugliest you’ve ever heard, really gravelly,”
adding “it sounds like he ate cigarettes.”
Essays in the screaming section focus on 
Marlon Brando’s “Stella!” cry from “A Street­
car Named Desire,” Howard Dean’s infamous 
“Byah!” and the piercing yet culturally iconic 
Wilhelm Scream.
In her section on singing, Passarello explores, 
among other things, the cultural impact of Auto­
tune, or “vocal air-brushing,” which she blames 
for that “horrible sound found in every Ke$ha 
song.”
The main question in her Auto-tune essay 
asks, “Why don't we want to hear the natural 
flaws in people’s voices?”
“If you listen to a Katy Perry song, there are no 
natural moments in any of it,” she said. “Before 
we had the physical capability to speak, when we 
were like Lucy the hominid, we could still make 
noise — we could still roar, still cry. The voice 
is a natural thing. Why are we so obsessed with 
songs that don’t allow that? Why don’t we want 
flawed sound?”
Passarello said that she needs to find an ex­
planation for Auto-tune’s prominence in popular 
music before her publishing deadline in 2012.
By the time “A Very Fine Piano” arrives in 
stores, Passarello will have spent more than four 
years crafting the book.
She first considered analyzing the human 
voice during her work as a voice-over actor, 
where she was asked to manipulate her sound to 
sell products.
“When I was doing voice-overs, I started 
thinking about the book because I recognized the 
voice not only as an instrument, but as a com­
municative device, where if I just change certain 
sounds over the radio, the listener imagines a 
completely different person,” she said.
Passarello expanded upon her initial idea while 
working on her master’s degree at the University 
of Iowa, eventually making the human voice in 
performance the topic of her graduate thesis.
Now that a publisher has put the book under 
contract, Passarello is happy to see a finish line 
for her project.
“Once folks find out you're writing about (the 
human voice), they bring you more and more 
ideas for more and more essays,” she said. “It’s 
good to have a point where you have to say, ‘No, 
I have to stop,’ otherwise this will be a 7,000 page 
book that no one will want to read.”
pnothaft@ lanthorn rom
Michigan film festival fights against incentive cuts
Thriller! Chiller! festival will 
donate 42 percent of profits
By Josh Brunsting
GVL Staff Writer
The world of Michigan- 
based film making has never 
seen as drastic of a change in a 
14-month period as the one kick 
started in 2010.
Home to one of the most ex­
tensive film incentive programs 
in the United States, the state 
offers filmmakers to receive a 
42-percent cash rebate, one of 
the highest rates in the country, 
dwarfing incentives in states 
like Ohio and Indiana.
However, with the Michigan 
budget currently being debated 
in the legislature, this incen­
tive has come under fire. Over 
the next three months, may be 
given a cap of $25 million for 
rebates, thusly eliminating this 
very important outlet for film­
makers.
Not without a fight, howev­
er. One of Grand Rapids’ own 
film series, the Thriller! Chiller! 
Film Festival is looking to help 
change that.
The festival has announced 
that they will be planning a 
“Save The Michigan Film In­
centive Fund.” They will be one 
of the first festivals to donate 42 
percent of all of their ticket sales 
for the next 92 days, the length 
of time that the incentive will be 
debated in the Michigan legis­
lature.
“In the past week since the 
budget proposal announce­
ment, we’ve seen great support 
from our fellow members of the 
film world, with the hopes that 
they can ultimately make their 
voices heard,” said festival Di­
rector Chris Randall. “A cap 
like this will take a massive toll 
on the film industry in Michi­
gan before it’s ultimately had a 
chance to become what it truly 
can be.”
Ranging from big named 
features backed by powerful 
Hollywood studios, to truly in­
dependent features funded by 
small start ups bred out of the 
Michigan film world, this tax 
incentive has not only allowed 
many films to be made, but has 
inspired people to jump into the 
world of film making.
“These are the very incen­
tives that inspire generations 
of people to become filmmak­
ers,” said Anthony Griffin, co­
festival director. “This is really 
a priceless piece of legislation, 
so at this point, we are willing to 
do absolutely anything to help 
keep this incentive in place for 
filmmakers both working today, 
and set to make this a career in 
the future.”
The Thriller! Chiller! Film 
Festival is a genre film festival 
that looks at the world of inde­
pendent sci-fi, action, suspense 
and horror films. They arc also 
one of the biggest supporters of 
this tax incentive.
“Just last year, more than a 
third of the films we screened 
during the three day festival 
were made by filmmakers 
based out of Michigan, and 
their companies,” said Shirley 
Clemens, public relations for 
the company.
And to help out these film­
makers, the company will be 
literally putting their money 
where their mouth is.
In turn, not only have home­
grown studios begun to make 
waves in the world of Michi­
gan-produced films, but with 
the likes of films like “What's 
Wrong With Virginia” and 
“Gran Torino,” Hollywood has
Courtesy photo I facebook.com
Films for a cause: Thriller! Chiller! co-creators Chris Randall, Anthony Griffin, and Keith Golinski pose with Daniel Falicki, director of the Grand Rapids-made"GR30K"
//
These are the very incentives that inspire generations of people to become filmmakers. This is
really a priceless piece of legislation...
-Anthony Griffin
Co-festival director
come knocking on Michigan’s 
doorstep.
The Thriller! Chiller! Film 
Festival will run October 21- 
23, and will take place at the 
Wealthy Theatre in Grand Rap­
ids. Festival passes are available 
for $30, and can be purchased 
at the festival’s official website, 
www.thrillerchiller.com. All 
passes allow access to all films 
and events during the festival, 
with individual tickets also be­
ing available at the theatre box 
office during the festival.
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